Existing stack ventilation pipe to be removed and an internal air admittance valve to be provided instead.

Proposed mechanical ventilation to neighbour bathroom. 110mmø size.

Window opening to be bricked up 25mm recessed. Flemish bond brickwork and brick colour to match existing.

Existing sill and lintel window to be retained.

Existing stack ventilation pipe to be removed and an internal air admittance valve to be provided instead.

Proposed closet wing to 11 Royal Crescent elevation.

Existing window opening section.

Existing lintel to be retained.

Window opening to be bricked up 25mm recessed. Flemish bond brickwork and brick colour to match existing.

Existing sill to be retained.

Insulation and plaster to be provided internally.

Proposed closet wing to 11 Royal Crescent elevation.

Proposed window opening section.

Existing sill to be retained.

Existing lintel to be retained.

Insulation and plaster to be provided internally.
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